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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUNITY
BY NSS CLUB

Apeejay Institute of Management and Engineering Technical Campus, jalandhar in association
with various NGO’s is working for the welfare of local villages nearby institute conducted in
tension of extension programs though its NSS club over a period of five years. The students of
the institute participates with full enthusiasm, shared their experiences with local community but
also gain knowledge, as a result these programs helped students in improve their communication
skills. The students of the institute has made number of power point presentations embedded
with all audio and video effects, whenever needed which in turn also improved their presentation
skills. The students of the institute has to manage whole activity from beginning to the end by the
assigning the responsibility to each and every student of the club, which in turn, improves their
managerial skills. Major activities undertaken during the last five years:


The NSS club of the AIMETC organized various health awareness, Aids awareness and
BLOOD DONATION programs along with Civil Hospital, Johal Hospital, Punjab
Institute of Medical Sciences, Jalandhar in association with NGO’s Unity club of India,
PAHAL, Jalandhar, Blood Connect New Delhi, in turn awakens the students about the
necessity and challenges involved in creating a healthy society. The NSS club of the
institute also initiated the idea of school adoption programs for creating awareness the
value of education among the students in their lives. The students of the institute
organized various activities by analyzing the needs of poor students and try to make
happy by distributing them the stationary items, school shoes, school dresses etc.



Under the scheme of Prime Minister “SWACH BHARAT ABHIYAN” the students of
the NSS club organized various events in the connected villages around the institute.
Students of the institute also organized traffic control awareness program in connection
with local traffic police which in turn aspire them to get into administrative services in
the area of rural development.



Under the scheme of Prime Minister program “Beti Padhao Beti Bachao”, AIMETC
also organized “Beti Padhao Beti Bachao” along with NGO Isha foundation in which
sarpanches of the local villages attended the program.



Under the scheme of Prime Minister “Rural Development Program” AIMETC
organized one day workshop for educating the local community regarding the how
technologies in the education sector can help them lead to “DIGITAL INDIA” campaign
and also educate them about the handling of their crops by inculcating new technologies
in agriculture sector.



To encourage the women empowerment program, AIMETC organized events to
appreciate these women by inviting and appreciating them.



Under the tag of Social responsibility program, the students of NSS clubs also
participated with full energy and confidence for guiding people to maintain discipline and
cleanliness in Sodal Mela held every year in the city. The students of the institute
participated also participated in various spiritual programs of the neighborhood
community.



In order to enable effective implementation PCPNDT act, by the means of raising societal
consciousness, a motivational workshop named “Daughters and Angels” in which
students and faculty actively participated along with Divya Jyoti Jagriti Sansthan under in
collaboration with Indian Radiological & Imaging Association, Punjab (IRIA) for a group
from medical fraternity.



To aware the value of education in rural high school students, the BCA students of
Apeejay Institue of Management and Engineering Technical Campus, Jalandhar
organized Painting competition at Govt. High school, Pind ladhewali in which 40
students from different classes of the school participated.



Collaborations with Communities Sansad Aadarsh Gram Yojna, Government, NonGovernmental Organisations, Universities, Colleges, Seminars, Conferences, Workshops,
Discussions etc. (Vision to victory program) facilitate incubation of ideas and research
environment.



Under Sansad Aadarsh Gram Yojna, A Flagship program of Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Govt. of India and AICTE, Sarpanches and Panches from 30
nearby

villages

assembled

at

the

campus

to

discuss

various

social

problems. Saansad Aadarsh Gram Yojana is a rural development programme broadly

focusing upon the development in the villages which includes social development,
cultural development and spread motivation among the people on social mobilization of
the village community.


AIMETC faculty participated as resource persons and educates them about the usage of
computers and mobiles with neighborhood community to boost their confidence level.No
doubt, the students of the institute lead their lives in hard professional way even then they
are well aware of the requirements of the orphans. For this, students of the institute tried
their level best to raise funds themselves and visited to these orphans and provided them
the basic necessities to make these poor people smile.

GLIMPSE OF ACTIVITIES
Donation to KHALSA AID society during the recent floods in
Punjab for helping the homeless people

TREE PLANTATION DRIVE

DONATION IN SLUMS by students of Apeejay Institute of
Management & Engineering Technical Campus

BLOOD DONATION CAMP organized in the campus in collaboration
with the PAHAL NGO

SWACCHTA KI PRABHAT FERI

VISIT TO BLIND ORPHANAGE

Organized PAINTING COMPETITION in schools by our
students and distributed prizes

LEARNING OUTCOMES FROM ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN


























Understanding the value of resources and using them appropriately
Enhancing team work
Ability to work under pressure to ensure the proper &efficient running of an event
Enhanced communication and interpersonal skills
Students went through different sections of the society to know factors responsible for
resulting into ill health among people
Wiliness to work for the betterment of society,
Decision to work as volunteers for societal causes such as blood donation and many
more.
Awareness about the cleanliness and hygienic food.
Benefits of Yoga and Blood donation.
Motivated the students to work & help for the poor and needy.
Painting competition was organised among the students on the topic “Helping Hands”.
About the prevention and safety measures on damaging of crops.
Benfits of Rain harvesting.
Improvemnt to be done on Drainage system in villages.
Learnt the challenges faced the techniques to teach life skills by differently able children.
Methods to bring such children to mainstream to increase their confidence.
Exchange of creative ideas,
Build skills
Enhancing team work
Time management skills
Ability to work under pressure to ensure the proper &efficient running of an event,
Enhanced communication and interpersonal skills.
Finding different empowerment techniques for the betterment of the society.
Conduction of well designed programs to prevent sexual harassment, maintenance of
health and hygiene, girl child empowerment etc.
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